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New Era Wins PC Commercial Partner of the Year at the 2023 HP Partner Awards
Learn More




New Zealand’s Unified Collaboration and ICT Solution Specialists
From concept and implementation, to training and service, we work in partnership with our customers to meet their goals.

Find Out More




Video Collaboration to support the hybrid workplace
Specialising in Audio-Visual and Video Collaboration Room Design, Integration and Services.

Find Out More







New Era Technology
Our Stats
New Era Technology has an extensive team of Engineers, Designers, Installers, Technicians, and Sales Professionals, all of whom provide hands-on collaborative consultation backed by deep industry training and certification. From concept and implementation, to training and service, we work in partnership with our customers to meet their goals.




 
More than 20,000 customers



 
Over 25 years’ experience



 
4,500+ Employees
200+ NZ Employees



 
80+ Locations Worldwide
6 Offices Nationwide






Explore
Our Services





Managed Services
New Era is a trusted managed service provider to schools and businesses around New Zealand and the world. Minimise the pressure on your internal IT team and leverage our managed services for security, helpdesk, network management, office software and technology advice.




 LEARN MORE


Voice
New Era Technology are specialists in voice and telephone solutions. Whether you are looking to reduce costs or deploy a scalable system, we will be able to consult and advise on a voice or VoIP phone system solution that meets your requirements. 




 LEARN MORE


Technology Procurement
We help schools and businesses procure, manage and secure modern technology that helps your organisation become more efficient and productive.




 LEARN MORE



Professional Learning & Development
Our education and technical teams will help you to establish and fulfil your Information and Communication Technology (ICT) vision.




 LEARN MORE


Cloud Services
Private, public or hybrid cloud services for your software and data storage. Cloud services enable organisations to be more agile and adaptive in their technology approach. For schools, EduServe is New Era’s cloud solution. New Era provides reliable, high-performance cloud services at an affordable price. 




 LEARN MORE



Explore
Our Solutions





Unified Collaboration
New Era Technology provides Audio-Visual (AV) and Unified Collaboration (UC) solutions that streamline and integrate a vast array of technologies, including telephony, audio conferencing, web conferencing, video conferencing, unified messaging, instant messaging, digital signage and more.




 LEARN MORE


Cloud Transformation
Simplify your school or business’ Information & Communication Technology, optimise your budget, and unlock new learning possibilities with a move to the cloud.




 LEARN MORE


Security 
The importance of security and safety cannot be understated. It is paramount that you keep your network, staff and students safe.




 LEARN MORE



Digital Signage
Managing your communications should be easy and fast. EduCast is a cloud-based digital signage system that helps you save time, money, and paper.




 LEARN MORE


Apple Solutions for Education
New Era Technology drives engaging new learning experiences by delivering the best Apple tools and services to your school.




 LEARN MORE


School PA/Bell Systems
An integrated school bell and paging system gives schools an easy and cost-effective solution using existing network cabling in classrooms.
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Bring Your Own Device
Bring Your Own Devices (BYOD) takes on increased importance when the issues of security access, filtering and reporting are required.
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Markets and industries
Products That Deliver Real Results for Real Market Needs
Leveraging our extensive knowledge from working with customers across a diverse set of markets, we develop creative, custom solutions designed for your specific industry.
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Resources





Client Stories
We work with our customers as a trusted technology adviser to deliver valuable solutions that improve efficiencies and experiences.




 View


The Insights Blog
Hear directly from our experts to learn more about New Era’s solutions and leading trends in the industry.




 View


Total Solution for Schools
See our latest deals on hardware, software and much more.
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Our Partners










































































About Us
New Era Technology helps more than 20,000 customers worldwide adapt to a rapidly changing digital world.
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Stay in Touch
Read our industry news, business insights and the information you need.


 SUBSCRIBE NOW

Contact Us
0800 438 428
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We use cookies on our website to give you the most relevant experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits. By clicking “Accept”, you consent to the use of ALL the cookies. Do not sell my personal information.

Cookie SettingsAccept


Manage consent
   Close Privacy Overview
This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.

 

  Necessary   Necessary
 Always Enabled
 Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information.



  Functional   Functional

 Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collect feedbacks, and other third-party features.



  Performance   Performance

 Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.



  Analytics   Analytics

 Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.



  Advertisement   Advertisement

 Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.



  Others   Others

 Other uncategorized cookies are those that are being analyzed and have not been classified into a category as yet.
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Choose your Language
 
 
English     Dutch – Belgium     Dutch – Netherlands     Portuguese      Spanish    Arabic
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